Systemic administration of MK-801, an NMDA-receptor antagonist, impairs reversal learning in weanling rats [Chadman, K.K., Watson, D.J., & Stanton, M.E. (2006). NMDA-receptor antagonism impairs reversal learning in developing rats. Behavioral Neuroscience, 120(5), 1071-1083]. The brain systems responsible for this effect are not known in either adult or young animals. This study tested the hypothesis that hippocampal NMDA receptors are engaged in weanling-age rats during spatial discrimination reversal training in a T-maze. In Experiment 1, 26-day-old Long-Evans rats (P26) showed a dose-related impairment on this task following bilateral intrahippocampal administration of either 2.5 or 5.0 lg MK-801 or saline vehicle during the reversal training phase only. In Experiment 2, P26 rats were trained on the same task, but received intrahippocampal MK-801 (2.5 lg) during acquisition, reversal, both, or neither. MK-801 failed to impair acquisition, ruling out nonspecific ''performance effects" of the drug. MK-801 impaired reversal irrespective of drug treatment during acquisition. NMDA-receptor antagonism in the hippocampus is sufficient to account for the previously reported effects of systemic MK-801 on reversal of T-maze position discrimination.
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The N-methyl-D-Aspartate (NMDA) receptor subtype of glutamate receptors plays a substantial role in neural physiology, synaptic plasticity, and behavioral learning and memory. These roles include, but are not limited to, the molecular/cellular basis of short-and long-term memory formation, the induction and maintenance of long-term potentiation (LTP), as well spatial learning and memory that depends upon the hippocampus (Morris, Anderson, Lynch, & Baudry, 1986; O'Keefe & Nadel, 1978; Shapiro, 2001) .
NMDA receptors are heavily concentrated in the hippocampal formation, cortex, and striatum (Wong et al., 1986; Wong, Knight, & Woodruff, 1988) . These same brain regions are essential for spatial learning and memory, contextual memory, and higher-order cognitive learning tasks in adult animals. It is currently unknown if these same brain regions are involved in reversal learning during early ontogeny.
The NMDA-receptor subunit representation is not the same across the lifespan. The mRNA transcripts of all NMDA-receptor subunits peak by post-natal day (P) 20 (except NR2D, which peaks at P7, and then decreases to adult levels) (Monyer, Burnashev, Laurie, Sakmann, & Seeburg, 1994) . The most apparent changes occur by the end of the 3rd post-natal week of life (P21). The NR2B and NR2D subunits have mRNA expression that is first detected during prenatal development across most brain regions at embryonic day (E) 14 and then expression declines in adulthood. NR2A and NR2C subunits are barely detectable at birth, and mRNA transcripts are first expressed post-natally (approximately P7) and increase into adulthood, with NR2A expression highest in forebrain regions and NR2C particularly in the cerebellum (Monyer et al., 1994) . A similar pattern of expression of NMDA-receptor subunits is seen across mouse development (Vallano, 1998) . In general, the contribution of NR2B decreases across development, while NR2A has an increased contribution to NMDA-receptor function (Cull-Candy, Brickley, & Farrant, 2001) . In addition to these changes in receptor subunit expression across development, expression of LTP in CA1 pyramidal cells also changes with maturation; such that LTP first occurs by P5 and reaches maximal response around P15 (Harris & Teyler, 1984; Teyler, Perkins, & Harris, 1989) . Hippocampal dendritic spine formation follows a similar timeline in developing rats (Bourne & Harris, 2008; Harris, 1999) . In contrast with these neurobiological studies, much less is known about the role NMDA receptors play in the ontogeny of reversal learning and the neural substrates underlying this form of learning.
Rats as young as P7-15 can acquire and reverse a position habit using suckling as a reward (Green & Stanton, 1989; Kenny & Blass, 1977) . Reversal learning of a discrimination is cognitively more demanding than initial acquisition of a discrimination (Dias, Robbins, & Roberts, 1997) . Reversal learning is dependent upon three behavioral processes: (1) memory of the initially acquired response, (2) learned suppression of this initially acquired
